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Message from the Chairperson

On behalf of the Board of SRIJAN and its staff, it is my privilege 
to present this annual report to you. It is a special report, as 2015 
marks fifteen years of SRIJAN’s existence. 

The idea of SRIJAN was born in April 1997, when a few 
colleagues who had spent over a dozen years building PRADAN, 
decided to form a new development consulting group that 
would promote innovative approaches to benefit the rural poor.  

However, in January 2000, SRIJAN’s members, decided- with considerable insistence 
from its committed founder Ved Arya- that there was a great need to work directly 
to serve the poor. Thus was SRIJAN born and registered as a public charitable trust. 
SRIJAN completed 15 challenging and rewarding years of work in January 2015. From 
its first project in 17 villages of Sagar district of Madhya Pradesh, which commenced in 
November 2000, SRIJAN has spread into 750 villages of 14 districts in 5 states, always 
choosing difficult geographies such as Bundelkhand which have often had no previous 
grassroots development inputs. Today, SRIJAN works with over 3000 self help groups, 
and touches the lives of approximately 40,000 socially and economically disadvantaged 
families, particularly men and women of dalit and tribal communities, most of whom are 
either landless or have very small landholdings, with annual family incomes of less than 
Rs. 6000 per annum in many places (the poverty line in India is defined as Rs.18,000 
per annum) . 

Over these fifteen years since its inception, SRIJAN has been recognized for its 
innovative work in developing and strengthening community institutions and helping 
them to improve the lives and earnings of their members. SRIJAN helps these 
institutions to improve water management through building and restoring farm ponds 
and tanks; increase incomes for small landholders through improved farm practices 
and the growing of cash crops/fruit such as soya and pomegranate; set up cooperative 
producer companies to improve returns on milk; and generate income for the landless 
through semi processing of freely available forest fruit such as custard apple. None of 
SRIJAN’s work would be possible without the many generous donors whose financial 
and other support enables SRIJAN to make a difference to the lives of  families that live 
on the edge.  To these donors, SRIJAN expresses its grateful thanks.
And to the dedicated team at SRIJAN, the Board extends its great appreciation for its 
never say die spirit, and a job very well done! 

Rekha Masilamani
Chair, Board of Trustees, SRIJAN



From the CEO’s Desk

SRIJAN means an ‘act of creation’ in Sanskrit. The full name, Self-
Reliant Initiatives through Joint ActioN, has two themes embedded 
in it: ‘self-reliance’ and ‘joint action’. We at SRIJAN believe that 
development cannot be promoted on large scale through charity 
and grants; ways must be found to execute models of poverty 
alleviation through promotion of self-reliance and enhancing self-
respect of ‘beneficiaries’. In addition, any NGO cannot bring about 
development in ‘isolation’: they must act jointly, in collaboration 

with various stakeholders and the Government to create impact.
The year was eventful in many ways. Our producer companies began to take bigger 
risks (Soy Samriddhi took a loan of one crore rupees to fund its warehousing receipt 
model) and clocked its highest sales volume ever (Maitree’s sales revenue was close to 
five crore rupees). Our work is being recognised. SRIJAN emerged as a winner in the 
emerging non-profit (livelihoods) category of Inclusive India Awards 2014 organised by 
ICICI Foundation and CNBC TV18.  Vodafone Foundation picked us as a winner for 
Mobile for Good Award 2014.

Internally, we developed a new vision and mission and a strategic plan for next five 
years until 2020.  It energised the teams as they received feedback from external 
stakeholders and reflected on the mistakes made in the past. With renewed vigour, we 
will implement the mission of reaching 100,000 rural poor families, and enhancing their 
annual income by fifty thousand rupees.

We welcome three eminent people on our Board of Trustees, Ms Gauri Singh, Principal 
Secretary, Health and Family Welfare, Government of Madhya Pradesh; Ms Mythili 
Bhusnurmath, Consulting Editor, Economic Times; and Ms Rohini Somanathan, 
Professor of Economics, Delhi School of Economics, University of Delhi.  

We thank the private funding agencies and the governments, not just for their financial 
support but for moral support as well. 

My colleagues toil hard in not so hospitable conditions.  For them and for me the poem 
by AH Clough provides the perfect inspiration

Say not the Struggle naught Availeth, 
The labour and the wounds are vain,
The enemy faints not, nor faileth,
And as things have been they remain.



If hopes were dupes, fears may be liars;
It may be, in yon smoke concealed,
Your comrades chase e’en now the fliers,
And, but for you, possess the field.

For while the tired waves, vainly breaking,
Seem here no painful inch to gain,
Far back, through the creeks and inlets making,
Comes silent, flooding in, the main.

And not by eastern windows only,
When daylight comes, comes in the light,
In front, the sun climbs slow, how slowly,
But westward, look, the land is bright!

Ved Arya
CEO, SRIJAN



Glossary
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The earth has enough to provide 
for everyone’s need but not for 
everyone’s greed 

– Mahatma Gandhi.





“Rural poverty, vulnerability and inequity” is our major concern – in other words, welfare 
of the poor people in rural areas that depend on agriculture and/or wage employment 
for their livelihoods to feed, clothe and provide shelter for their families, to educate their 
children, and to procure health care services, costs of which are rising.  According to 
Socio Economic and Caste Census (SECC), 2011, nearly nine crore families are so poor 
they are forced to do unskilled manual labour. More astounding fact is nearly four crore 
families are small and marginal farmers whose poverty compels them to work as manual 
labourers. 

Farmers are committing suicide in large numbers. Issues causing small farmers distress 
are well known -- chief among them being access to water, access to technology, 
vulnerability caused by climate change, price volatility, sustainability (soil health) and 
lack of an organisation. Over 59% of the farm households received no assistance from 
government or private extension services, the NSSO survey data showed. As a result, 
India’s agriculture productivity is among the lowest in the world.  For instance, soy 
productivity in India is 12.6 quintals per hectare, while the Brazilian average is 28.80. 

Poverty of Geography: We work with small and marginal farmers in the backward 
states, so called “BIMARU” states. There are 1.6 billion people living in multidimensional 
poverty across the world and nearly 440 million of them are in eight large Indian states, 
according to a new analysis using a unique index developed at the University of Oxford.  
The eight Indian states that have similar number of poor as in 25 African countries are 
Bihar, Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Chattisgarh, Odisha, Rajasthan and 
West Bengal. 

Prevailing culture in these states is that of lack of innovation, entrepreneurship and 
leadership in general, relative to states such as Gujarat. By and large the people are 
risk averse – either to try a new technology, to produce for the market, or to develop a 
bankable model. They would rather take a grant or wait for subsidy.

At SRIJAN, our strategy is matched with the aspiration and recognition of the problems 
faced by the resource poor rural communities we work with, focusing on those 
belonging to scheduled castes and tribes (dalit and adivaasi) and women in some of the 
poorest and most backward districts of India.

After thorough deliberation, we have developed a 5-year Strategic Plan for SRIJAN and 
formalised a vision, mission, purpose of existence, values; as well as strengthened our 
livelihood cluster promotion model, as described ahead. 

Our Vision
SRIJAN wishes to see wellbeing of the poor and ensure dignity of all in our society, in 
the context of multidimensional poverty, even as we work towards raising their incomes 
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significantly, bringing them out of poverty so that they don’t fall back. Formally, we wish 
to Make Rural Community Self-Reliant and Live with Dignity.

Our Mission
We have made a concrete action plan to realize the vision. We plan to raise their 
incomes, mitigating impact of climate change, buffering them against price volatility. 
SRIJAN’s formally agreed mission is “to empower 100,000 rural poor families by 
increasing their annual income by Rs. 50,000 by 2020, through SRIJAN’s unique 
livelihoods cluster approach, and by enhancing their capacity to demand and access 
public resources they are entitled to.” We are being open to partnerships in education 
and health sectors.

Our Purpose for existence
To Make the Rural Community Self-Reliant and Live with Dignity

Keeping our vision and mission in mind, as well as the demands of the communities we 
work with, SRIJAN builds community institutions.  

Livelihood Cluster Promotion Model
SRIJAN has evolved a Livelihood Promotion Model, which when intensively applied and 
consciously followed, can lead to a sustainable source of income for small and marginal 
farmer families. The thematic focus of the model is community mobilization through 
formation of women SHGs and then working towards natural resource management, 
horticulture, agriculture, and livestock based livelihoods.  
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We aim to build livelihoods clusters in every geography.  It follows three phases - 
experimentation and innovation, stabilization and scaling up. 

The model describes the five areas of inputs or interventions required in the field to 
establish a livelihoods cluster:  organizing the poor and investing in  their leadership and 
management capacity at all levels;  Soil and water related: soil health, access to water 
(organic inputs made up of cow urine and cow dung); Appropriate technology related 
to farming or animal husbandry practices such as seed and breed, spacing, irrigation, 
pest and disease control, and preservation and processing post-harvest; value chain to 
enhance access of small and marginal farmer to market and credit access. In addition, 
we aim to build capacity of our beneficiaries through skill trainings, as well as advocate 
for their rights and entitlements at the Government / Policy making level.
 
Let us explain the five circle livelihoods cluster promotion model and what are its 
components. 

I.   Focus on soil health and access to water: Two major constraints to promotion 
of livelihood activities are the condition of soil and scarcity of water. We have 
developed models of water harvesting and conservation by construction of farm 
ponds, earthen & check dams, field bunding, etc. Presently we are implementing 
the watershed work under IWMP (Integrated Watershed Management program).

II. Transfer of technology from research institutions and best practitioner farmers 
in other regions. These technologies relate to seed, breed, pest and disease 
control, preservation and processing post-harvest. The Poor have a strong 
desire to adapt to new technologies, and have innate capabilities to practice the 
same once they have trust. In our model we transfer new technologies to the 
beneficiaries in agriculture, livestock & horticulture activities.  Our aim is to increase 
farm productivity and revenue and decrease input cost. For this, we collaborate 
with research institutes and universities (National Research Center on Soybean for 
example). At times we find farmers have reached higher levels of productivity and 
income, such as pomegranate and custard apple farmers of Maharashtra.

III.Organizing the poor and investing in their leadership and management capacity 
at all levels. We promote strong women based community institution and 
collectives across our geographical locations. We have promoted 2160 SHGs, 
and 7 federations out of which 5 are registered. After organizing the poor women 
into SHGs, we develop their capacity to run their own institutions. SHGs within 2-3 
kms together form clusters at Panchayat level. Further clusters within 20-30km 
form federations. The objective behind the promotion of community institutions 
is to make the program sustainable. These community institutions, starting from 
base to top, work collectively and without our support, for the benefit of their 
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members. They also negotiate collectively with other stakeholders & access 
services for their members. These institutions become the foundation to promote 
commercial organizations with SHG members as shareholders, farmer producer 
companies registered legally.

IV. Aggregation and collective marketing of small farmers’ produce. As productivity 
increases after the introduction of technology in related livelihood activities, the 
challenge is to sell the produce for a good price. We have promoted five farmer 
producer companies (FPCs). FPCs collect, aggregate, process and sell the 
produce in bulk. 

V. Credit linkage with banks and other financial institutions. Most rural families 
are heavily indebted. They begin their farming season with a debt. Average debt 
burden in some of our districts is Rs. 50,000 per family. SHGs and federations 
become perfect institutional platforms to access loans. Branch managers don’t 
hesitate to lend to those SHGs who have followed norms of regular saving and 
on-time repayment. These loans are used to create assets for poor family to join in 
a suitable livelihood activity. Animals are purchased with bank loans, for example, 
in Tonk where a dairy value chain has been established.

Theme-wise numbers are given below:
Sl. No. Theme Geography Number of families

1 Livestock productivity enhancement 
and marketing cluster (dairy)

Two clusters: Tonk and Sagar 2,000

2 Soy productivity enhancement and 
marketing cluster

Four clusters: Bundi , Pratpgargh 
Tikamgargh  and  Sagar

20,000

3 Nano orchard fruit crop 
[pomegranate, mango and organic 
guava] productivity enhancement and 
marketing cluster

Four clusters: Chhindwara, 
Tikamgarh, Koriya and Anuppur

2,000

4 Rice productivity enhancement 
cluster

Three clusters: Koriya, Uttara 
Kannada, and Angul

5,000

5 Maize productivity enhancement and 
marketing cluster

Two clusters: Haveri and Pali 1,300

6 Custard apple collection, processing 
and marketing cluster

Pali cluster 1,200

Often, the first to third components are in sync, taken on simultaneously. This helps 
us build a production cluster.  Then, we follow on with fourth and fifth components. 
Sometimes these are not serially followed.  Custard apple grows wild in the forest so 
we began with processing and marketing first.  The number of families in a cluster 
ranges from 1000 to 3000, normally. Once the livelihoods cluster model is showing 
signs of stabilization, which can take anywhere between three to five or even seven 
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years, SRIJAN shares the experience with government and with other NGOs, and 
with funding agencies, national and international and CSR foundations. At this point, 
our experience turns into knowledge to be freely available for others to adopt. It has 
happened in case of dairy, soy, and pomegranate cultivation.  To illustrate this, let us 
take a couple of examples. ABSSS (an NGO) has begun to replicate our pomegranate 
model in Tikamgarh and Department of Horticulture wishes to replicate it in the state. 
Seva Mandir in Udaipur has shown its willingness to participate in custard apple pulp 
marketing programme. Similarly, soy programe, innovated in Bundi, is being discussed 
for wider replication in five districts by the government of Rajasthan. 

Examples of transformative change at the grassroots are given below:

Soy Productivity and Profitability Programme: Our Soy productivity enhancement 
package consisted of seven practices, recording 50 percent increase in productivity 
above district average. It began with just 50 farmers in 2008 and by 2014 it had 
spread to 15,000 farmers in Bundi and Pratapgarh districts. Farmers have earned 
up to 12,000 rupees as net additional income from a hectare of land. Government of 
Rajasthan is considering our proposal to scale it up to 100,000 farmers.

Nano Orchard Model: Introducing and enhancing productivity of cash crops is one 
area where we constantly innovate. On the one hand, we devise package of practices 
of staple crops such as maize and paddy, we deliberately introduce cash crops. We 
have developed a profitable Nano orchard model where poor farmers are practicing 
commercial horticulture with latest technologies like drip irrigation, poly mulching, 
shed net etc. by using local and cheap material. Pomegranate was introduced to 
tribal families of Anuppur district and Dalit and backward caste families of Tikamgarh 
district some six years back. Today, there are farmers who can earn up to one 
lakh rupees from their half an acre “Nano orchard” of pomegranate. Horticulture 
department of Madhya Pradesh Government is seeking to learn from our best 
practices and replicate it across the state. A MoU is expected to be signed to that 
effect soon.

Custard Apple Value Chain in South Rajasthan: We have successfully established 
a value chain and a custard apple pulp processing unit by involving 1200 poor tribal 
women of Bali block of Pali.  Ghummar, a women’s collective, sold 14 tonnes of 
custard apple pulp for 20 lakh rupees in just the second year of starting the initiative. 
Tribal women have earned between 500 and 7000 rupees each in the 2014 season. 
This is the first time in India, as far as we know, that tribal women have established a 
custard apple value chain.

Dairy for Dalit:  We have established a dairy value chain where the producer 
company records a turnover of five crore annually. However, the resource poor 
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families belonging to scheduled castes have rarely benefitted, having limited 
access to water and fodder supply. Dairy for dalit initiative is aimed to facilitate their 
participation. The Gir cow has been inducted in the “Bairwa” community for the first 
time. 

Pashu Sakhis and Krishi Sakhis. We value capacity in the community. We have 
deliberately set up a training programme to train SHG women, often illiterate, in 
agriculture, veterinary care and SHG formation. Today, we have over 200 Pashu 
Sakhis, Krishi Sakhis and Samuh Sakhis in Tonk and Bundi districts of Rajasthan.

We have also introduced mobile technology to monitor crop condition at the farm level.

Livelihood Themes and Areas of Operation
We will now present location wise progress during the year, as well as some historical 
background to our involvement.  The table below summarizes the the livelihoods 
themes for various locations.

State Location(district) Livelihoods Theme

Karnataka Uttara Kannada Agriculture (System of Rice Intensification)

Chhattisgarh Koriya Agriculture (System of Rice Intensification), Natural 
Resource Management (Farm ponds, field bunding etc.)

Odisha Angul Agriculture (system of Rice Intensification), Natural 
Resource Management (Diversion based Irrigation)

Rajasthan

Bundi Agriculture, Community Institution Building

Duni (Tonk) Dairy (Productivity enhancement programme, and 
marketing of surplus milk), 
Agriculture (Krishi Sakhi, Krishi Pathshala)

Newai (Tonk) Natural Resource Management  (Farm ponds, etc in 
watershed development)

Pratapgarh Agriculture (Soy improved package of practices), Natural 
Resource Management (rainwater harvesting structures)

Pali Horticulture, Natural Resource Management

Madhya Pradesh

Jaisinagar (Sagar) Agriculture (soy)

Anuppur Horticulture (pomegranate, mango)

Jatara (Tikamgarh) Horticulture, Natural Resource Management

Mohkhed and Chhindwara 
(Chhindwara)

Horticulture, Natural Resource Management
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Angul
About Angul
Angul district is situated in the central part of Odisha and falls under the Mahanadi basin 
agro-climatic zone. The soil type found here is mostly sandy, loamy and black; which is 
suitable for paddy, gram, cereals and vegetable cultivation. The major crop of the area is 
Paddy. Apart from this, gram, pulses, maize and in vegetables, chilli, tomato, potato and 
brinjal are also cultivated.

Non Timber Forest Produce (NTFP) is the second major source of livelihoods for the 
tribals. People usually get their additional income from Mahua, Tula (Fruits of Mahua) 
and Tendu leaves. Apart from agriculture and NTFP, the third source of livelihoods 
is daily wage labour - around 10% of youth migrate to nearby industries like Nalco, 
Bhushan, and Jindal etc. Production from agriculture fulfils six to seven months of food 
security; the rest is fulfilled by the public distribution system (PDS) system. Average 
annual income for a family from sale of crops and vegetables is Rs 12,000-15,000. 

Hierarchy in the tribal community plays a negative role in implementation of 
developmental activities. The major tribes here are Gond and Kuda.  Ten percent are 
Dalits, considered untouchable and disallowed from participating even in Self-Help 
Groups (SHGs). 

SRIJAN in Angul
In Angul, SRIJAN began its journey in November 2011, with the promotion of water-
based livelihoods through Odisha Community Tank Management Project, in the 
Athamallik block. The project aimed to ensure irrigation to every Ayacutdar managed 
by a well formed Water User association. The team was assigned to build capacity 
of 19 water user groups, constituted from 23 remote villages and renovate 19 Water 
harvesting structures. Initially it was a challenge to handle the government led water 
user groups (WUGs), most of which were defunct and without any bank linkage. 

However, the team worked hard and successfully connected 46 WUG families to 
the kitchen garden scheme, 123 families in Productivity Enhancement Programme 
(PEP) and System of Rice Intensification (SRI) in Paddy and convinced the women to 
participate in Water User Groups (WUGs). 

Currently under the support of SDTT, the team is managing a Women led SHG system 
and SRI in Paddy, Gravity fed Pipe based irrigation system and backyard Vegetable 
cultivation with the support of SHGs. In addition, to manage the operation and 
maintenance of water harvesting structures, it has also promoted Village Development 
Committees (VDCs) in four villages.
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Theme-wise Data: SHGs

Total No of SHGs 20

Age of SHGs 10 months

% of active SHG members 100

No of SHG members 197

No of groups with bank a/c 00

No. of groups linked to banks 00
Total savings 66,056

Total inter lending 47,680

Achievements
• Ensured irrigation feasibility for 40 hectares of land in three tribal dominated  

villages by installing three water harvesting and three Diversion Based Irrigation 
(DBI) structures.

• Continuing successfully with all twenty SHGs without a single incidence of default  
since inception.

• Helped increase rice production by an average of 100% through SRI system and 
became gain the trust of the rural poor

• Achieved the highest production of 250 Kg potatoes from 7 kg of seeds in the 
fields of Rajani Majhi of Amasama and Laxmi Sahoo from Hinjagola village.

• Maintained a good relationship with local social and political leaders as well as  
Govt. officials. 

Anuppur
About Anuppur
Anuppur is a tribal district with 46% population belonging to ethnic groups such as Kol, 
Agaria, Bharia, Gond, Panika and Baiga. Located in the north eastern part of Madhya 
Pradesh falling into the northern hills region of Chhattisgarh, the area’s main livelihood 
sources include forest, game reserve, agriculture and mining. The main rivers flowing are 
Johilla, Son, Narmada, Bakan, Chandas and Kewai and average annual rainfall varies 
between 1000-1200mm. 

The area has large potential in terms of socio demographic characteristics, good forest 
cover (22%), high soil depth and good rainfall pattern, but livelihoods are constrained 
due to small proportion of irrigated agriculture, lack of knowledge and awareness of 
improved agriculture practices, exploitation by local money lenders and shopkeepers, 
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land degradation due to mining and PRI mostly in control of influential people 
constraining access to entitlement. 

SRIJAN in Anuppur
SIRJAN started to work in Anuppur district in partnership with Madhya Pradesh 
Rural Livelihoods Project since 2005. During the first phase of the project, 9 villages 
were incorporated in one cluster which later on extended to 18 villages. The team 
worked towards strengthening people’s institutions such as SHGs, farmer’s group, 
energy committees and most importantly the Gram Sabha as it is the constitutionally 
recognized and legitimate body. From its inception, SRIJAN has worked intensively 
in 22 tribal villages and implemented programs of Women empowerment, Land and 
water improvement and Livelihoods. The major interventions carried out can be broadly 
classified as follows:

• Water Resource Development: Economic empowerment has been brought about 
through creation of water resources and assets for access and usability of water 
through dug wells. More than 200 dug wells have been created and renovated 
over the past 3 years in 18 villages, increasing the irrigated area to almost 140 
hectares.

Theme-wise Data: NRM

No of wells 13

No of farm ponds 8

No of polythene lined water storage tanks* 140

No of check dams 1

No of Stop dams 1

Theme-wise Data: Horticulture Productivity

Crop Total No. of 
families

Total Production Average 
Production 
per farmer

Average 
Price

Total Income

Pomo and Mango 
(Wadi Model)

301 20Q 2 Q 70 /kg 140000

Pomo (Nano 
Model)

227 Production not 
started

NA 40/kg NA

Chilli 350 150 Q 0.4 50/kg 750000

Tomato 390 230 Q 0.34 20 /kg 460000

Other Vegetables 400 540 Q 0.4 15/kg 810000

*We have made 140 water storage (poly-
thene) tanks of dimension 9*4*3 ft that can 
store water around 2700 litres. Farmers 
pump water to fill these tanks, diesel pumps, 
electric motor and treadle pump, and use 
the stored water for irrigating the plants - 
fruit and vegetables both. SRIJAN provides 
polythene for lining the tank (subsidy) and 
the farmer contributes his/her labour.
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• Horticulture: Accessing the potential of the area in terms of horticulture, more 
than 120 hectares of land is covered with 400 families under horticulture model 
which consists of mostly pomegranate and mango crops. The average number of 
pomegranate and mango plants per farmer is 30. Around 21000 trees have been 
planted, with a survival percentage of around 70%. Farmers themselves have done 
the marketing of pomegranate in the last two years in Anuppur. Around 20 quintals 
of fruits were sold with an average price of Rs 60 per kg.

• Seed Replacement in Paddy: As a productivity enhancement program, SRIJAN 
also promoted seed replacement program with more than 600 farmers from 2007 
till 2010. In addition, the SRI method is also promoted in small demonstration plots 
of 25-50 decimal land area with 100 farmers and average production realized is 
around 75 quintal per hectare against the existing production of 30-45 quintal / 
hectare.

• Solar Power Stations for Meeting Domestic and Commercial Energy Needs: 
In partnership with Ministry of New and Renewable Energy, Government of 
India, SRIJAN has also promoted renewable energy use through solar generated 
electricity in two villages covering 450 families which will be linked to agriculture 
and several other sources of livelihoods in future. At present, domestic and 
commercial supply has been established. Seven Village Energy Committees are 
managing the Community Solar Power Plants.  They have generated revenue 
of more than Rs. 10 lakh, part of which is being used for maintenance, and the 
balance is kept for reinvestment.

• Women’s Savings and Credit Programme: SRIJAN has promoted 100 SHGs 
which are organized in 5 clusters. Total 1,123 families with 100% female 
participation are participating in the saving and credit program which has a 
consolidated saving of Rs 6,05,121 and inter loaning worth Rs 3,91,892. More 
than 80% of the participants belong to scheduled tribes and rest 20% belong to 
scheduled castes, OBC and general community.

Theme-wise Data: SHGs

Total SHGs Average Age Membership (average) Total Saving (Rs) Inter-loaning (Rs)

36 4 years 10 641,227 960,362

Achievements
• The team is able to attract more than five hundred farmers to the main stream 

cultivation of pomegranates, which is a completely new crop in this area.
• After continuous work on the model, a final model has come out with high density 

fruit crop promotion, with separate space given to vegetables.
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• Village Level Collection Centres are operated by the community on their own. 
• Drip based crop cultivation became popular among farmers and almost all the fruit 

producing farmers are following a complete water treatment schedule.

Bundi
About Bundi
Geographically, Bundi is a semi-arid region with an annual rainfall of 600-700 mm. 
The main source of livelihood is agriculture and 70 % farmers are small or marginal, 
holding less than one hectare of land. 45% of the population hails from the marginalized 
sections of the society (15% Scheduled Castes, and 30% Scheduled Tribes), and the 
literacy rate of women is 41%.

Although Rajasthan is the 3rd largest Soya producing state in India, the average Soya 
productivity is quite low.  Agriculture specific problems in Rajasthan are:  a) low farm 
productivity and incomes in rain-fed areas, partly due to lack of knowledge regarding 
modern technologies, lack of availability of quality seed, lack of appropriate equipment, 
poor extension system and lack of investment; b) Timely unavailability of credit at 
cheaper rate from institutional sources and over dependency on money lenders; and c) 
Lack of marketing information of input as well as for produce.  

SRIJAN in Bundi
After assessing the potential of productivity enhancement, SRIJAN decided to jointly 
work with BUNGE Private Limited to help small and marginal farmers in the region to 
increase their soy productivity and profitability. It started a pilot in 2008 with 50 farmers 
and developed 10 practices for increasing productivity. The team monitored each farmer 
directly and trained them, leading to 100 percent incremental yield. In the second year, 
SHGs of women were formed to organise farmers, and to provide access to credit and 
to promote collective action.  

In 2014, the program reached up to 12,000 small and marginal farmers, who realized 
around 30-50 % incremental yield as compared to the district average. To provide 
the institutional credit to small and marginal farmer and women, SRIJAN promoted 
Samriddhi Mahila Mandal Trust (SMMT), a women-led SHG federation of 600 women 
SHGs comprising around 6,200 women. Till April 2015, these SHG members saved 
INR 1.52 Crore and loaned INR 8.9 Crore among members. SMMT has mobilized 
INR 4.23 Crores from Govt and Banks.  This has been used by SHG women for 
purchasing agri-inputs etc. To provide market linkage and quality inputs to these small 
and marginal farmers, SRIJAN promoted Samriddhi Mahila Crop Producer Company 
Limited (SMCPCL) in November 2011. This company has 2400 women shareholders.  
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It provides quality seed, fertilizer and other inputs to the shareholders. The company 
has an annual turnover of INR 4 crore. It has facilitated procurement of 220 tonnes of 
Soybean through its collection centres and direct purchase from Mandi. Apart from this, 
SMCPCL provides warehousing facility to small and marginal farmers to help reduce 
distress sale and also produces quality seeds of soybean and wheat to bridge the seed 
gap in the region. 

Agriculture Productivity Enhancement

Project Title Funding Partner Broad Objectives of the 
Project Beneficiaries

Soy Samridhi BUNGE India Pvt. Ltd. Enhance productivity and 
profitability of Soybean and 
Mustard cultivation

12000

Antyodaya Axis Bank Foundation Building Institutions of 
poor women, Productivity 
Enhancement of Soybean, 
Mustard, Wheat

10945

Mahila Kisan 
Sashaktikaran 
Pariyojana

Government of India 
(Ministry of Rural 
Development)

Empower women in 
agriculture by strengthening 
community institutions of 
poor women farmers, building 
skills among individual women 
(Krishi Sakhi), and leveraging 
their strength to promote 
sustainable agriculture

2000

Front Line 
Demonstrations

Directorate of Research 
in Soybean (Indian 
Councial of Agriculture 
Research), Indore

Demonstration of Standard 
Practices of  Soy Cultivation

75

Soy Samridhi HSBC Bank Foundation Building Institutions of poor 
women/ youth (service 
providers), and enhancing 
their access to market and 
banks

1000

Agricultureal Productivity for Year 2014

Farmers 12,000

Geographical Spreads (Villages/Blocks/District) 230/3/1

Productivity (Soy) (Q/ha) 9.67

(% incremental yield and profit INR) 33% and INR 8182

Productivity in Mustard (Q/ha) 15.57

Productivity in Wheat  (Q/ha) 34.64

Number of Women participating in soy programme 3176
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SHG Performance for Year 2014

SHGs 584

Clusters 32

Federation 1

No. of Members 6253

No. of Villages 207

Total Saving (‘000 Rs) 21,627

Bank Credit (‘000 Rs) 35,165

Inter Loaning (‘000 Rs) 15,947

SHGs with Saving A/c in Banks 358

Grading of SHGs A grade: 282
B grade: 205
C grade: 97

Community Resource Persons 92

Families Linked with Govt. Schemes

Member Profile ST- 2337
SC-1622
Other Backward Castes -2227
General -126
BPL-1890

Achievements:
• The Soya Samriddhi plan has developed social capital in the community in the 

form of 88 rural youth (Service Providers), 50 Krishi Sakhis (Women Agriculture 
Service Providers) and 92 CRPs (Community Resource Persons) to follow-up for 
implementation of Package of Practices and promotion of Self Help Groups.

• The outreach has increased from a mere 50 farmers to 12,000 farmers, from 5 
villages to 230 villages, with SHG strength of over 6200 women in 584 SHGs.

• Since SRIJAN’s intervention, the Technology Gap, Seed Gap and Information 
gap have been narrowed, as a consequence of which soybean productivity and 
profitability has been augmented. 

• Almost 100% of farmers under the program get proper credit from banks etc. and 
timely market information to ensure best price for their product.

• Due to the prosperity of the farmers in the program, their status in the community 
has improved, status of women in families has become better, there is more 
awareness about sanitation and natural resource management and financial 
literacy has increased.
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Chhindwara
About Chhindwara
Chhindwara is a tribal district in Madhya Pradesh, near Nagpur City of Maharashtra with 
42.5% of the population belonging to ethnic groups such as Mariya, Bharia, Gond and 
Korku etc. Average annual rainfall in the region is  good -- 1100 to 1200 mm --  but 
due to high soil erosion, land fertility is low. Mohkhed block is located to the west of 
Chhindwara district. Mohkhed block population is predominantly tribal (Gond). The main 
crops are soybean, maize and millets. 

The poor people in the area are mainly dependent on agriculture and wage labour. 
Land holdings are very small (average 1-2 hectare) and fragmented into 2 or 3 different 
locations. Shallow and immature soils require high levels of organic matter, and yields 
are very low. There is little use of modern varieties, mineral fertilisers and other inputs. 
Only about 30% of land of the proposed area is irrigated. Most households keep cattle 
or buffalo, but improved crossbreds are relatively scarce and there is minimal investment 
in feeding and health care. This leads to dependency on non-farm earnings and given 
the lack of rural employment opportunities, almost one half of the households migrate 
for daily wage labour, as unskilled workers.

SRIJAN in Chhindwara
In 2005, SRIJAN  started  our  work  of watershed development. After that in 2007-
08, we started working with an agriculture programme for Productivity enhancement 
through transfer of technologies. In 2010, we began establishing orchards of organic 
guava and mango. In 2014 we started working on Nano Orchard Model, an orchard of 
half an acre (or 0.2 hectare), suitable for small and marginal farmers. 

Major program activities include: Organic Horticulture based livelihood model for Guava 
and Mango, vegetable cultivation for intercropping, marketing activities operated 
by Chhindwara Organic Farmers’ enterprise (COFE), a producer organization, and 
promotion of vermicompost based micro enterprises with SHGs. 

Theme-wise Data: Horticulture Productivity

Crop Total 
Cultivated 
Area (Ha)

Number 
of 
Farmers

Avg. Per 
Farmer 
(Ha)

Prodn. 
(kg)

Prodn. 
per 
Farmer 
(kg)

Avg. 
Price 
per 
Kg

Total 
Income

Avg 
Income

Mango 199 1193 0.17 0 35

Guava 206 1193 0.17 3491 31 20 69,820 612

Pomegranate 16.48 569 0.03 0 80

Vegetables 16 202 0.08 20269 88 21  4,33,209 1843
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Theme-wise Data: NRM

Stop dam Earthen dam Community 
wells

Farm ponds Field bunding

Water Resource 
Development - 
Structures (no.)

44 6 100 10 43708 (cubic 
meter)

Households 
reached (no.)

306 54 504 55 364

Villages 
covered (no.)

41 6 26 8 41

Water User 
Groups formed 
(no.)

44 6 100 0 0

Storage 
(Hectare Meter)

49.47 1.94 0  1.72 0

Command area 
(Hectare)

837 32 267 28 358

Employment 
days generated 
(days)

15705 2103 21262 838 27990

Project 
contribution 
(‘000 Rs.)

8,690 940 3,453  700 1,540

Community 
contribution 
(‘000 Rs.)

2,591 362 1,964 266 905

Total 
contribution 
(‘000 Rs.)

11,281 1,302 5,417 966 2444

Theme-wise Data: Community Institutions

Total No of 
SHG

No. of Cluster Federation FPO( COFE) SHG bank 
linkages

Credit Inflow

147 14 1 1 65 4 Crore

Achievements
• Horticulture orchards have been developed for 1193 tribal farmers
• 147 self-help groups have been formed in project villages, covering 1581 poor 

rural women.
• 79 orchard development committees have been formed in the villages,  

comprising of tribal farmers.
• 65 self-help groups have been linked with banks, which have supported with  

a loan of Rs. 3 Crores to these SHGs for various income generating  
livelihood activities.
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• 61 water harvesting structures like stop dams, check dams, irrigation tanks have 
been constructed in the project villages.

• More than 1000 hectare of land has been treated through field bunding.
• Orchards were covered for purposeful demonstration of organic farming of 

vegetables.  This has led to inclination among farmers toward organic farming.   As 
a result, farmers have started growing organic vegetables and have also learnt to 
prepare the required organic derivatives.

• To increase awareness among the communities about importance of use 
of organic manure, the team has promoted small micro enterprises in every 
Wadi village which is preparing vermicompost under the guidance of SRIJAN 
professionals. 54 Vermicompost units have been installed in Wadi villages.

• More than 400 poor orchard and non orchard women farmers have been given 
credit at very low reducing balance interest from Sharad Gupta livelihoods finance 
fund to invest in their livelihood activities like agriculture, grain business, etc. 

• For setting up a value chain for collective marketing of fruits and vegetables, 
Chhindwara Organic Farmers Enterprise known as COFE, with a total of 538 
beneficiaries, has been established.

• For mobilizing credit from financial institutions for SHGs, Sangam Mahila Vikas 
Samuh, a federation of 82 SHGs comprising 808 women has been established.

 

Duni (Tonk)
About Duni
Duni is in Tonk district, which is one of the more backward districts of Rajasthan. 
Some of its blocks are very low on Human Development Indices. Tonk is primarily a 
rural district (with 85% population living in villages) where people are dependent on 
agriculture and animal husbandry for their livelihoods. Main crops grown are maize, 
sorghum, mustard, wheat and green fodder. Total number of animals count is 12,308 in 
80 villages of Tonk District where we work.

Most people own agricultural land, although the larger land holdings are with the Meena, 
Jats, and Gujjars whereas the scheduled caste families own very small land holdings. 
There are about 12% landless families who mostly belong to the scheduled castes. The 
Meenas, Jats and Gujjars are economically and politically very influential castes.

The caste system has deep roots in this region and discrimination against scheduled 
castes by the other castes groups is not uncommon. Like any other society with feudal 
and patriarchal mindset, the women are oppressed in all the caste groups.
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SRIJAN in Duni
SRIJAN placed its team of professionals in Tonk in 2002 and has since, promoted an 
entirely new milkshed where there was none.  SRIJAN began with induction of large 
number of Murrah grade buffaloes (2400).  Later, it launched a Livestock Productivity 
Enhancement program which focused on the implementation of complete package of 
practices (POP) for better milk productivity and animal health. The SHG women have 
selected Pashu Sakhi (PS) from their groups; the organization took the responsibility 
of training these illiterate women. Today, we have 64 PS working in the villages. Main 
intervention activities carried out in the area are:

• Procuring Better Breed of Buffaloes/Cows: Due emphasis was laid on purchase 
of high milk yielding breed of buffalo/Cow. The SRIJAN professionals facilitated 
collective purchase of buffaloes/Cows from other states like Haryana. In order to 
equip the members on proper management of buffalo, trainings were conducted 
with the support of other departments/agencies. Training was imparted on topics 
related proper feeding, sanitation, identification of diseases, etc.

• Training of Farmers and Pashu Sakhi: 
We give intensive training to the Pashu 
Palak group’s members. These trainings are 
organized in the respective villages and are 
given by Pashu Sakhis, Livestock Assistants 
(LSA) and other staffs. Residential refreshing 
training of all Pashu Sakhis also been 
conducted for making them aware of the 
accountability of each member.

 
• Health Camps: These are organized by our 

SHGs to generate awareness among cattle 
owners regarding deworming, vaccination, 
use of mineral mixture and balanced diet and 
to address primary healthcare aspects. In 
these health camps, technical support and 
required services were also drawn from Government veterinary department, to 
undertake vaccination, deworming and treatment of animals. 

• Feed and fodder intervention: The most important constraint felt by the farmers 
in all the villages is the problem of fodder availability in the summer season. We do 
green fodder intervention for fodder sufficiency in summer season. We give training 
to families for mineral mixture; most of them are now making mineral mixture at 
their home. This helps them in saving their money as the homemade mixture costs 
approximately half of the market bought mixture. 
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• Milk Marketing: Agriculture and livestock 
activities help in the enhancement of 
productivity of the milking animals. 
Establishment of dairy provides them market 
linkage and saves them from exploitation from 
the local milk vendors. We have set up bulk 
milk chilling units (BMCU), rapid milk chilling 
units (RMCU) and milk collection centres 
(MCC). These centres help to increase the 
shelf life of milk; some stock is sold in retail 
with the name Maitree fresh. 

 
Projects Year Objective

DPIP 2002-2006 Formation of CIGs & linking the members with common 
livelihood activities

Sir Ratan Tata Trust-
1st phase

2006-2009 Community institution building & support for dairy value chain 

Deewan foundation 2007 To creating livestock assets for left out poor families

America India 
Foundation (AIF)

2007-2010 Livestock activities & milk value chain

Sir Ratan Tata Trust 
-2nd phase

2010-2013 Strengthening of SHG federation & establishing one new 
Comm. Inst., Productivity enhancement of agriculture(fodder) 
& livestock

Rajasthan Mission 
on Livelihoods

2010-2012 Dairy value chain & livestock productivity enhancement

Axis bank 
Foundation

2012-2017 Dairy value chain & livestock productivity enhancement & 
Community institution building

Govt of India Mahila 
kisan Sasaktikaran 
Pariyojna (MKSP)

2013-2015 Agriculture & Livestock productivity enhancement 

Theme-wise Data: SHGs

Total No. of 
SHGs

No. of Clusters Federation FPO (Maitree) SHG bank 
linkages

Credit Inflow 
from bank

419 31 1 1 348 3 Crore

Achievements
Livestock 
• 80% members are using improved package of practices in agriculture & livestock 
• Calf mortality reduced from 24% to 5 % 
• Reduced inter calving period by 6 months 
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Assets & Productivity in Livestock 
• Per Milch animal milk production increased by 1.5 litre/day 
• Per Household Milch animals increased from 0 to 3 
• Milking days increased up to 30 days 

Agriculture 
• Fodder availability increased by three months & mustard productivity increased  

by 35%. 

Community Institution Building
• Number of currently functional SHGs is 338, with strength of over 4,000 members.  

The total saving of these SHGs is INR 1.82 Crore, inter lending is Rs.2.90 Crore, 
and loan from banks is about Rs.5crore. The SHGs having bank accounts are 211 
and they also have credit availability of Rs.19, 37,905.

Name of Months Milk Purchases (KG Total milk Payment to 
Pourers (Rs)

Per litre price to pourers 
(Rs)

April.2014 84964.082 3033434 36

May.2014 69296.546 2538766 37

Jun.2014 63997.299 2532194 40

July.2014 62989.032 2530528 40

Aug.2014 89162.877 3522207 40

Sep.2014 140952.41 5315769 38

Oct.2014 123998.816 4363274 35

Nov.2014 127740.703 4288016 34

Dec.2014 145399.744 4653900 32

Jan.2015 149252.871 4622147 31

Feb.2015 140815.214 4431938 31

March.2015 121091.023 3876079 32

Total Milk Collection(KG) 1319660.617 45708252 35

Milk Marketing & Income 
• During the financial year (2014-15), we sold nearly 13.2 lakh litre of milk.  Sales 

revenue was Rs 4.74 crores. Nearly 88% milk was sold to bulk buyers, ie, 
Dharampal & Satypal group milk product Pvt. Ltd., and 2% through retail sale, 
and rest of the milk to other bulk buyers on the basis of market demand to fetch 
maximum price for milk.

• Maitree producer company purchased total 13 lakh kg of milk in one shift in 
345 days. That is average milk procurement per shift per day is nearly 3,825 kg 
from 1010 pourers and from 46 milk collection centers. Average milk production 
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per family is about 3.8 liters per shift and per day milk production is 7.6 liters. 
A family can generate income by selling the milk is about Rs. 47,250 per year 
(3.8*30*34.64*12=47250/-).

• Increased awareness regarding Dairy and its technology  in 65 villages

Jatara (Tikamgarh)
About Jatara
Jatara is in Tikamgarh, one of the remotest districts of Bundelkhand at the borders of 
two states, Madhya Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh. The agro climatic zone is Bundelkhand 
Plateau which is a semi-arid region. Average rainfall of the area is 800 mm. The area is 
notorious for its feudal structure. Majority of the population, close to 50%, belongs to 
OBC category and SC population is the second highest, about 35-40% and rest are ST 
and general category. Major crops in kharif are Black gram; Soybean and Sesame (Til), 
in Rabi farmers grow gram and wheat according to the rain fall in the respective year. 
Sources of irrigation in the district are well and tanks of Chandel dynasty. Soil type  
varies widely, even in a village there is 2-3 types of soil. Most of the soil is sandy soil  
that has less water retention capacity. Migration percentage is the highest in the state, 
39% people migrate to Delhi and other big cities. Due to feudalism, casteism and 
corruption in the region, low caste people are suppressed and development of the 
region is very slow.

SRIJAN in Jatara
SRIJAN has been working in Tikamgarh for over a decade. It started its work in the 
region with Chandeli Tank Rehabilitation work with an aim to renovate these traditional 
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water bodies. After that we mobilized women into Self Help Groups to remove poverty, 
social taboos against women, and casteism and improve their livelihoods collectively. In 
Tikamgarh, 5000 women are under 400 groups in two blocks.

After SHG formation, SRIJAN piloted pomegranate cultivation as a potential source 
of substantial income. It took six years to establish the model. For the last three years 
farmers have been selling fruits. Till date, collective marketing of Pomegranate has 
yielded an income of Rs. 2.5 lakh. This year the target is that of 120 quintals worth Rs. 
6,00,000. This intervention has created an opportunity for small and marginal farmers 
to earn up to Rs. 50,000 from a small plot of half an acre or 0.2 hectare in a year. At 
present 130 farmers are growing pomegranate. There are some champion farmers who 
have doubled their number of plants and are earning 50,000 rupees a year.

We are working on intensification of the model in terms of number of plots and also in 
per plant production of Pomegranate. To make it more lucrative, the team is establishing 
a value chain and involving producers in marketing to fetch a better price. We are also 
working on developing it as a bankable intervention by financing through banks and 
backward support of trained and experienced service providers (Vrikshamitras).

In addition to pomegranate, SRIJAN has taken up Black gram, Soybean and Chickpea 
productivity enhancement programmes. 

Natural Resource Management

Particulars Quantity

No of families reached 873

No of wells 0

No of farm ponds 153

No of tanks 1

Field bunding area 405 Ha

No of check dams 1

No of Stop dams 7

No of Water User Groups 8

Area brought under irrigation 98 Ha

Area brought under 2nd (Rabi) crop 15 Ha

Achievements
• The team has succeeded in establishing the horticulture model. There were huge 

problems related to fruiting, but we learned how to grow Pomegranate in the climate 
of Bundelkhand. Despite loss of several plots in the past we have now shown to the 
community that Pomegranate can be grown successfully in Tikamgarh.
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• By applying best scientific practices, the team has brought down gestation period 
for pomegranate from 24+ months to 18 months.

• Low cost gravity fed drip irrigation system has been installed for many farmers 
which has led to higher quality of fruit and better productivity of land.

 

Jaisinagar (Sagar)
About Jaisinagar
The Bundelkhand Region of central India is a semi-arid plateau consisting of 13 
districts, encompassing six districts of northern Madhya Pradesh (MP) and seven 
districts of southern Uttar Pradesh (UP). It is known to be one of the most resource 
surplus areas with poor acumen amongst people of utilizing the same, leading to being 
one of the lowest per capita income districts of India. 

Jaisinghnagar or Jaisinagar, a block in Sagar district of Bundelkhand region, is the 
oldest location of the organization. Among the caste categories, the OBC, SC and ST 
stand at 40%, 30% and 30% respectively. As far as caste dynamics are concerned, 
the location has observed discrimination against lower caste people. The block has 
poor education level with majority of women being either illiterate or studying only till 5th 
standard. The males too however do not possess high level of education. The average 
household size is 3.22 acres.

Local inhabitants rely for their livelihoods primarily on subsistence agriculture and small-
scale livestock production. Most agriculture is single-crop rain fed with supplementary 
water from private open irrigation wells, with wheat, gram and oil seeds being the 
predominant crops. Prevailing soil types are a mix of black and red; the latter being 
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relatively recently formed, gravelly and shallow in depth, and thus unable to retain 
moisture well. Much of the region suffers from acute ecological degradation due to 
topsoil erosion and deforestation, leading to low productivity of the land. Throughout 
the year the residents of Bundelkhand experience acute scarcity of water for agricultural 
and domestic use. 

SRIJAN in Jaisinagar
SRIJAN began its first ever project in Jaisinagar, in 2000, with a poverty eradication 
project called the District Poverty Initiatives Project (DPIP) funded by the World Bank. 
DPIP was to uplift rural tribal farmers, to uplift women and children and to uplift farmers 
with small landholding. The theme for the location was Natural Resource Management 
due to severe water scarcity and soil erosion issues. In the past 15 years, the team has 
expanded to multiple themes like agriculture, NRM, livestock and CIB, through projects 
funded by ABF and Mahindra. There are total of 232 SHGs in the area, on an average 7 
years old. 

Achievements
• Production yield of 7 quintal soybean from an acre of land (0.4 hectare) in 2014 
• Creating awareness about and executing NADEP pits, vermi compost etc.
• Interventions in NRM have led to substantial positive impact on the geographical 

environment

Koriya
About Koriya
Koriya is a north-western district of Chhattisgarh with almost 60% forest cover. The 
area averages 1400 mm of rainfall every year. Seventy percent of its population is rural 
and 50% of the people belong to SC/ST communities. SC population in Manendragarh 
block, where SRIJAN works, is 6.7% of the total, whereas ST population is 67.8% 
according to 2001 census. Caste-based discrimination is practiced by tribals.  The most 
discriminated people are the Harijans, treated as untouchables by everyone else. The 
soil type mostly found here is sandy loam which is suitable for paddy, the main crop. 

Agriculture, wage labour and NTFP are major sources of livelihoods. Agriculture is 
not fully addressing the food security issue. Forests play a significant role in the non-
monetized economy of tribals. Tribals collect Non Timber Forest Produce (NTFP) like 
Tendu leaves, sal seed, sarai and Mahua. NTFP is used to cushion the household 
economy and food insecurity. The tribes are forced to sell NTFP such as Mahua fruit 
and flower in low price to repay loans etc.  
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SRIJAN in Koriya
Koriya started with the help of ABF funding in April 2012 with System of Rice 
Intensification as paddy is the main crop of the area. We started with 5 villages and 84 
farmers, who we organised into SHGs. It recently got another project from BRLF. Other 
interventions in the location are; horticulture (pomegranate cultivation) with farmers 
intercropping with chilli, tomato and brinjal; Community Institution Building, natural 
resource management and small scale poultry farming. We have also done collective 
selling of Mahua through our SHGs.

Achievements
• On an average a family gets additional income of 5k-6k through SRI in an acre 

(Korea avg. 1840 kg/ha, Chhattisgarh avg. 1455 kg/ha, National avg. 2077kg/ha)* 
• Mahipal Singh of Tilokhan village harvested 20.10 quintal of paddy from his1.25 

acre of   land, seed used is 2kg only whereas in traditional  method uses is 37.5 kg
• Gyanwati of Dondki village got 4.8 quintal of paddy in approx.5 acre of land 

whereas earlier she was getting 3 quintal from the same land
• Motilal of SriRampur village got 14 quintal from his 1 acre of land, 4 quintal more 

from regular production
• Ramsundar of Semariya village has earned Rs.10,000 from tomato cultivation in 

just 8 decimal of land

Theme-wise Data: NRM

NRM: No of families reached 36

No of wells 24

No of farm ponds 19

Field bunding area 42.5 hectare

Area brought under irrigation 74 hectare

Area brought under 2nd crop due to interventions 50 hectare
 

Theme-wise Data: SHGs

Total No of SHGs 250

% of active SHG members 90

No of no  SHG members 2543

No of groups with bank a/c 17

No. of groups linked to banks 17

Total savings (Rs) 2,473,353

Total inter lending (Rs) 1,440,305
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Niwai (Tonk)
About Niwai
Tonk district comes under one of India’s most backward districts (out of the total 676 
Districts, 200 are categorized as most backward districts). Located in the Western state 
of Rajasthan, it has a population of 1.4 million, spread over an area of 70.9 thousand 
Square kilometres. The district is very hot and dry, with summer temperatures going 
beyond 45 degrees Celsius. The area faces severe droughts periodically. The droughts 
not only cause heavy losses of crops and livestock, but also drain the soil of its organic 
content and reduce its productivity drastically.

Niwai comes under one of the driest zones amongst other blocks of the district. The 
total population of the block (Rural) is 1.95 Lakh. The main inhabitants of the district are 
Gujjars (Other Backward Castes [OBC]), Meenas (Scheduled Tribes [ST]), Jats (OBC), 
Berwas and Regars (both Scheduled Castes [SC]), Rajputs (general upper caste), Malis, 
Sainis, Dhakars (all OBCs) and Muslims (in a minority). The main crops in the area are 
pearl millet, groundnut, mustard and wheat. The main issues that plague the area are: 
majority of farmers are small and marginal, low productivity of livestock and agriculture, 
lack of proper institutional mechanism for collective action, uneven rainfall and high soil 
erosion, seasonal migration, low literacy rate especially of females.

SRIJAN in Niwai
At Niwai Block, SRIJAN started work in 2012 in collaboration with the Govt of Rajasthan 
through the project “Integrated Watershed Development Programme” (IWMP), which 
targeted treating 5310 Ha of area covering seven villages under four panchayats. 

Initially Srijan proposed Farm Ponds as the major intervention to create individual asset 
to store water on arable land, but it was rejected by district officials. Later on with the 
help of ABF fund, we demonstrated four farm ponds and organised a visit of Govt 
officials and showed them the results. After this visit and proper sensitization regarding 
water needs of small and marginal farmers, they gave us the go-ahead.

As on date over 900 Hec of land is covered under farm ponds and field bunding, which 
helps in rain water conservation, ground water recharging, increasing soil’s moisture 
content and reducing soil erosion; leading to a positive water balance.

Achievements
• Formed 52 SHGs (607 member) in seven villages and able to seed the concept of 

small savings and togetherness. 
• After seeing the impact of farm pond and field bunding, government officials have 
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given order to their PIA’s to include these activities in all newly sanction project  
in Block.

• During preparatory phase evaluation, conducted by NABCONS, we got highest 
marks (86.6 %) in the district out of nine projects.

• To some extent by showing our work, we managed to bring Govt officials’ focus on 
building individual assets in projects they are implementing by themselves

• Able to build very good rapport with all government officials at district level.

Theme-wise Data: NRM

S. No Activity No./ 
Running 
Meter

Area treated 
(Hectare)

No. of 
Beneficiaries

Total 
Investment 
(Lakh)

ABF 
contribution 
(Lakh)

1 Farm Pond 53 51 Ha 49 24.48 4.8

2 Field bunding 1.28 Lakh 889 Ha 768 92.04 3.6

Total 912 Ha 792 116.52 7.4

  

Pali
About Pali
Pali district has a population of 2,038,533 out of which Scheduled Caste population is 
approximately 18 per cent and scheduled tribe population about 6 per cent. SRIJAN 
has, however, chosen to work in a cluster of villages in Bali block that are predominantly 
tribal.

Overall literacy ratio in the district is 63%, male 78%, and female 48%.  Nearly one-third 
of the geographical area of the block is hilly and inhabited by diverse tribal communities: 
Bhils, Garasias, Meenas, etc. The average rainfall in this region is 400 mm. As in a 
typical tribal area, this region also has abundant natural resources (forest, water, and 
under-exploited soil).  

Low soil productivity due to high soil erosion, conventional farm practices and lack of 
use of machinery in farming pose a major challenge in realizing potential yields of local 
crops, namely, maize, mustard and wheat.  Less or no fertilizer application and no pest 
and disease control measures are the other reasons behind realization of less agriculture 
yield. Food sufficiency in the area is very low. Almost every household goes for wage 
labour employment and earns a majority of its annual income from that.  

The tribals have their own social norms, from marriage arrangements to religious beliefs, 
polygamy to alcoholism. Low literacy among women, high women oppression, high 
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load of labour-intensive work on women, and no role in decision making of any sort are 
pretty much prevalent in the tribal society here. 

SRIJAN in Pali
In 2009 with a small grant of SRTT, SRIJAN did a small study on the area to find out the 
scope of development work for the area and started its work with building of community 
institution to bring forward the women and the community, which was untouched by 
any other organization till that time. Major areas of intervention are:

Community institutions
SRIJAN started work with SHGs and after a successful launch of Ghoomar Mahila 
federation, this year, our prime focus was to strengthen the formed SHGs and Clusters 
and ensure the sustainability of these institutions. SRIJAN tried to put some norms and 
systems in institutions for effective operations.  

Theme-wise Data: SHGs

No of SHGs Average age Bank Account
Opened / None

SHG Grading
A  /  B  /  C

Total Savings Total Inter 
lending

261 2.5 219  /  42 80 / 104/ 77 48,02,835 74,57,755

Goat based livelihoods
The tribal people of the area in which we are focused, depend upon goats for additional 
income generation. Under the goat based livelihood programme, SRIJAN focused on 
improving the goat management practices including feed and fodder management, vet 
care services delivery, vaccination etc. Along with these activities, construction of goat 
sheds was also taken on the priority which supported this programme for many aspects 
such as safety from rains, heat and infection of many water borne diseases. SRIJAN 
worked on vaccination, deworming and castration of bucks for their improved health.

Community Infrastructure 
Development Fund (CIDF) works
The construction of goat sheds 
has been the major task under 
community infrastructure 
development fund. This year 
we completed the construction 
of remaining 55 goat sheds out 
of 132 goat sheds sanctioned 
in the financial year 2013-
14. Construction of the 350 
goat sheds sanctioned with 
collaboration with MGNREGA 
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was also on full swing. These goat sheds have been proved to be very helpful to the 
beneficiaries to save their goats from the untimely death caused due to unhygienic living 
conditions. In most of the houses these goat sheds are the only permanent structure as 
they live in Kuccha houses.

Custard apple value chain
Custard Apple is one of the most abundantly grown NTFP in Bali and nearby areas. 
A value chain of custard apple has huge potential for economic upliftment and 
prosperity of the tribal community of this area. Srijan sought support of the project for 
establishment of value chain of custard apple and our proposal of Rs. 20.47 Lacs was 
sanctioned in the month of October. Our experience on custard apple value chain for 
the current year was full of learning and motivation. Despite delayed monsoon and less 
rainfall this year production of the custard apple in wild was good and sufficient.

Custard Apple Marketing Statistics

Particulars Details

Total pulp produced 13,224 kgs

Total pulp sold 11,459.5 kgs

Production Cost per kilogram of pulp Rs. 120

Average Selling price per kg pulp Rs. 140

Total Seeds Sold 3,273 kgs

Average selling price of seeds per kg. Rs. 16.50

Food security through implementation of POP
In this area, maize is grown by all families and productivity is around 12-18 quintal/
hectare. Current food security, based on maize, ranges from four to six months (some of 
the villages worse off).
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Our maize program started with the collaboration of MPUAT (Maharana Pratap 
University of Agriculture and Technology), Udaipur. Based on last year’s experiences, 
it has come out that 827 farmers earned around 750/- additional income by this 
intervention. Maize and wheat productivity enhancement programme is key for this area 
for those farmers having minimum of 2-3 bhiga land holdings. 

Theme-wise Data: Community Institutions

Total No of 
SHGs

No. of Clusters Federation FPO 
(Ghummar)

SHG bank 
linkages

Credit Inflow 
from bank

261 21 1 1 228 35 lakh
       
Achievements

• Registered Federation “Ghoomar Mahila Samiti” under Societies Act.
• Registered Producer Company “Ghoomar Producer company ltd” under 

Companies act
• Established Custard apple pulp produced by Ghoomar Producer Company in the 

market in three states
• Several goat camps organized under the purview of Ghoomar Mahila Samiti
• Treated several patches of land under NRM theme.
• Created jobs under NRM and Custard apple pulp producer co for more than  

450 HHs
• Developed Custard apple Squash under R&D of products from Custard  

apple pulp.

Pratapgarh
About Pratapgarh
Pratapgarh is the Tribal dominated district of Rajasthan, situated in the southern part of 
state. Situated on the junction of the Aravalli mountain ranges and the Malwa Plateau, 
its unique location prominently carries the geological characteristics of these both. The 
average annual rainfall is 856 mm. The soil is mainly highly fertile Black Cotton Soil 
made of magma of volcanos. The major rivers of the district are Jakham, Mahi, and 
Siwana or Shiv. Pratapgarh is the greenest district of Rajasthan and mostly depends 
upon agriculture for income. Main crops of this district are Wheat, Maize, soybean and 
opium. Agriculture is practiced both in the valleys and on the tableland on the hilltop. 

The per capita income is a measly Rs. 5805/- and the region ranks low on most of 
the development indicators. Besides farming, the tribal communities depend upon 
the forests for their food, fodder and fuel wood requirements. They also migrate each 
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season to nearby towns and villages and find work as farm labour and construction 
workers. The area is a Schedule V area predominantly inhabited by the tribal community. 
Amongst the tribal communities, the Meena are the most numerous, comprising over 
55% of the populace.

There are three major components of their livelihoods i.e. agriculture, NTFP and  
wage labour. 

Agriculture: Mostly they practice rain-fed agriculture and they grow only as per their 
requirement. They don’t bother to grow more or increase the productivity. Use of 
chemical fertilization is very less. They use fertilizers in hybrid varieties. 

Non Timber Forest Producer (NTFP): It contributes almost 20% of their annual income 
(Pratapgarh) because there a number of produces they get 4-5 months in a year e.g. 
Mahua (madhucaindica), Tendu leaves etc. During the season of NTFP collection they 
keep themselves busy throughout, especially women.

Wage labour: Since they practice agriculture during Kharif only, they migrate for wage 
labour in near-by places. 

SRIJAN in Pratapgarh
In Pratapgarh, SRIJAN started his work in Pipalkhoot and Arnod block with 301 
farmers through Antyodaya project funded by Axis bank foundation and farmer support 
program funded by Solidaridad from May 2015. We did intervention here in soy crop. 
We identified some gaps in soy farming that were affecting the productivity of soy.  We 
started organizing women farmers through our community institution theme. We worked 
on these gaps intensively. After investing enough time, we identified more obstacles 
in soy yield enhancement like lack of proper drainage system, water scarcity, and 
undulating land. So we also started the NRM theme, with the support of ABF.

Theme-wise Data: Agricultural Productivity

S. No. Year of Intervention District average quintal/ha Our average quintal /ha

1 2013 11.3 12.49

2 2014 11.25 13.36
 
Achievements

• Outreach increased from 200 to 3300 families
• Yield/hectare of our participating farmers is consistently above the district average
• All our PoPs are adopted by at least 50% farmers
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Theme-wise Data: NRM

S.no. Types of structure No.of structure No of family benefitted

1 Well renovation 5 45

2 New well 1 11

3 Stop dam renovation 1 67

4 Nala deepning 1 35

5 Land levelling 5 5

Mundgod (Uttara Kannada)
About Mundgod
In Mundgod block in Uttara Kannada district, the main religion is Hinduism. It comes 
under the Western Ghats belt but is adjacent to the dry belt. Here, the major crop is 
sowing based paddy because of high rainfall (average rain fall is about 1250mm). Mono 
-cropping is the pattern of crop cultivation. Agriculture is main source of income for rural 
families. For land less families, source of wage labour is the main source of income. 
Avenues for wage labour are Agriculture and allied activities. 

SRIJAN in Mundgod
In Mundgod SRIJAN has been working since 2007. We started with the promotion of 
SRI with 20 families and last year we reached more than 4000 families. In the block, 
farmers used to cultivate rain fed sowing method of paddy cultivation. The yields were 
very low compared to the same method of cultivation in other parts of the state and 
country. The average yield of normal paddy cultivation in the block is about 25 to 30 
quintal/hectare. We achieved 45 to 50 quintal /hectare in the same area by following 
SRI practices. In addition, our SHG program has covered more than 1300 families 
through 138 SHGs.
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Theme-wise Data: SHG

Total No of 
SHG

No. of Clusters Federation FPO SHG bank 
linkages

Credit Inflow 
from bank

138 0 1 0 138 16 lakh
   
Achievements

• Reached 3000 families directly and changed the attitude of farmers from old 
practices to new practices.

• Even though the farmers are not practicing exact SRI practices, they are using less 
seed rate for paddy cultivation and more spacing compare to traditional method. 

• Practicing farmers are using less water for cultivation. 
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Donors and Partners

Donors and Partners: Resource Mobilization and Investment

SL FUNDING AGENCIES Amount (Rs.) % of total revenue

1 Axis Bank Foundation 6,23,63,489 42.92%

2 Bunge India Private Limited 2,99,75,660 20.63%

3 ITC Ltd. 1,85,82,247 12.79%

4 Government of India : NABARD, MKSP 98,35,300 6.77%

5 Government of Rajasthan: Rajasthan Gramin 
Ajeevika Vikash Parishad

  70,78,861
 

4.87%

6 Other Philanthropic Institutions : TATA 
TRUSTS

43,85,000 3.02%

7 Fondation D” Enterprise Louis Dreyfus 36,75,308 2.53%

8 Caritas India : PACS Programme 25,13,126 1.73%

9 Govt of Madhya Pradesh: Tejaswini Rural 
Women Emp. Program 

                14,52,037 1.00%

10 The Ford Foundation 12,54,804 0.86%

11 Centre for Microfinance (under HPI Support) 8,00,000 0.55%

12 The Hongkong & Shanghai Banking Corp. 
Ltd

7,92,189 0.55%

13 Deshpandey Foundation 6,11,85 0.42%

14 Digital Empowerment Foundation 4,73,000 0.33%

15 The Ford Foundation: NREGA Consortium 3,95,000 0.27%

16 Julie Wilk (Individual donor) 3,50,029 0.24%
   
Total funds mobilized through partners for the year 2014-15 was Rs. 15 Crore.
Share-wise expenditure of the same is as follows:

Livelihood Promotion Activities 57%

Livelihood Program Support 22%

Research, Documentation, Administration 21%
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Human Resources
SRIJAN is a coming together of passionate people who believe they can bring change in 
the society. With expansion of projects and intervention in different livelihood themes, the 
need of establishing bigger teams was felt and hence more people were recruited last 
year. We approached 30 campuses and were able to visit 24 campuses across India.

During 2014-15, the SRIJAN family grew to a total of 378 members.
Designation Total

Professionals 79

State Level Professionals 57

Village Resource persons 222

Support Staff 20

TOTAL 378

A rigorous process of recruitment and selection is adopted by us. Apart from campus 
recruitments, several rounds of lateral entry camps were organized, around 6 camps 
were organized this year.

SRIJAN also strongly believes in mentoring the youth, inspiring them to actively 
engage in the development dialogue at the national level. For this, we have 
consciously maintained a policy of recruiting bright graduates, post graduates and 
young professionals from different parts of the country. In order to orient them and 
further spread the word of our work, we deliberately brought in huge applications of 
internships. We invited summer interns from FMS- BHU, GBPSSI, NIRD, Deshpande 
foundation, EDI, IILM, IIT Mandi, IRMA, IIFM, KSRM etc. Around 38 internships were 
successfully conducted.

Capacity building is an important area and SRIJAN strongly believes in culture of 
grooming and nurturing. Young trainees are welcomed by an orientation program and 
then followed by phase wise induction program. Most of it is learning while doing and 
the employee is expected to maximize his or her learning during this phase. A series 
of reflection exercises is conducted in which a chance to reflect on the experiences is 
given while a stringent review is also done after 3 months.

Throughout the first year, the trainee is offered intensive mentoring to easy him/her 
into the transition phase. Apart from inducting trainees and supplementing them with 
necessary skills, this year SRIJAN has shifted its focus on enhancing the capacities 
of State Level Professionals (SLPs). With this aim in mind, HRD cell took the lead in 
developing the capacity of SLPs on soft skills and thus strengthening the trust and 
building their commitment and good relations with organization.
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Knowledge Building
SRIJAN has been working on livelihoods for decades and has been successful in 
establishing model around themes like horticulture, dairy, agriculture, natural resource 
management etc. In any SRIJAN team we would find professionals with diversified 
professional excellence ranging from agriculture graduates, engineers and social 
workers and management graduates; who have demonstrated extraordinary skills 
while establishing livelihood models at the grass roots. SRIJAN believes in developing 
capacities of the professionals of various cadres which further help them to perform 
better in the sector. In due course, when we aim at scaling up a particular livelihood 
model we need to invest in building community professionals in large numbers. Reaching 
out to large number of beneficiaries through our livelihood models will be impossible 
without building the knowledge and skill of professionals and community workers.

Hence there is a dire need to consolidate organization’s experience where people 
in implementation roles can download their learnings which can be recorded and 
converted as knowledge products like manuals, process documentations, video 
documentations and training modules. Harnessing the core potentials in terms of best 
practices and further converting experiences into theory will be the uniqueness in the 
programme. Adequate efforts will be made to reach out to other organization and 
institutions also in order to harness best practices and knowledge already existing. The 
initiative of knowledge building will largely benefit the professionals and the community 
workers at the grassroots to effectively contribute to the programme.

Approach
1. Consolidating the experiences - Collecting the historical perspective, collecting 

the geographical context, experiences around, village selection, (where the first 
foundation of the implementation was laid) 

2. Publishing case studies - The case studies around specific implementing phases 
or cycles. 

3. Designing training module on themes 
4. Trying out the training modules through Classroom Sessions- Livelihood school 
5. Making use of the learning in the field 

Outcomes
• Developing knowledge products like manuals, video documentaries, case studies, 

process documentations etc.  •  Developing training materials 
•  Establishing livelihood schools

Work done so far
• 2 case studies on producer companies have been published
• First draft developed on Maitree Mahila Mandal Federation
• First draft developed on NRM activities in Jatara
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Management Information System
Accurate data collected, analysed and processed go a long way in planning, monitoring 
and impact assessment of an organization’s interventions. This becomes the necessity 
in the development sector where both evident and elusive results are to be measured 
over a long period of time.

This is where the need of an MIS system arises in SRIJAN. Through the MIS team, 
which was incorporate in 2013 and comprises 4 core members based at both the Head 
Office and Field Locations, we collect data at the household level which allows the 
analysis of data at various levels.

Srijan started its MIS database implementation with the execution of the first phase of 
MIS “FCR-Family Count Register”, which gives the thematic count of families involved 
with different activities. Later, two more systems were planned and set up: “FIR-Family 
Investment Register” and “FBR-Family Benefit Register”, measuring the resources 
invested per family and the net benefits respectively.

Challenges
For successful implementation of MIS system across the locations; several challenges 
were faced by the MIS team like unavailability of data in soft copy, and if available 
then not in consolidated form. This made retrieving data at a short notice very difficult. 
Also, dedicated MIS personnel were not available at all the locations which made data 
collection, feeding, and analysis very hectic for the team. Therefore, dedicated MIS 
resources who could look after the whole MIS system implementation, monitoring, and 
reviewing; were hired for all locations.

Achievements
1. Set – up Excel based FCR & FIR systems in almost all locations 
2. Streamlined Data Management process across organization 
3. Set-up system of monthly data collection and updating across organization 
4. Developed HH level data management system 
5. Developed thematic data management system 
6. Developed SHG MIS data tracking system 
7. Duplicity in reporting has been eliminated completely 
8. Different MIS manuals have been prepared in respect to different databases 
9. Trained professionals, SLPPs and CFs – across the organization on  

MIS Data Management
10. Dedicated MIS Data entry operators at all location have been appointed at Pali, 

Chhindwara, Kotma, Bundi, Duni, Haveri and Koriya 
11. Attracted stakeholders for MIS Software development such as Cropin,   

Vodafone, and Microware are service providers who can work with us. 
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12. Donors such as ABF have appreciated the MIS system that has been set-up  
both during presentations and during field visits to locations. (Beenoxi, Aziz and  
Anil Kumar visited Duni) 

Innovative Ideas and Best practices
To implement the MIS system across the locations, there were several approaches and 
strategies adopted by the team to fulfil the objectives and overcome the challenges:

1. The central MIS team members have been assigned individual locations for the 
purpose of guiding and monitoring location based MIS implementation 

2. One professional at each location has been identified as MIS In –charge in the 
location and an MIS Operator appointed for most locations 

3. MIS team conducts visits to locations regularly for employee training and 
monitoring of implementation process 

4. MIS data collection methods, formats and data flow processes are constantly 
refined and updated, incorporating suggestions from senior management and 
location teams. 

5. The MIS team interacts with beneficiaries directly in order to understand issues 
faced in MIS system implementation at village and community institution level 

6. Data is made available at all levels across the organization for easy access. 
Monthly data is shared on google docs. 
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 Finance and Accounts
SRIJAN has a decentralized accounting system and hence each project location has 
its own accounts unit and takes care of all accounting and compliances at respective 
location level. All the project accountants and respective team leaders attend head 
office along with books of accounts and vital records at the time of statutory audit. 
Statutory auditors visit selected project locations and carry out audit there. SRIJAN 
has an accounts & finance team of 22 comprising one Finance Officer, 3 Regional 
Accountants and 18 Accountants. Apart from SRIJAN’s own accounts and finance 
as well as related statutory affairs of SRIJAN, it provides hand holding support in the 
related fields of the Community Institutions. The team also carries out internal audit 
of the SRIJAN as well as Community Institutions’ books of accounts and coordinate 
statutory audit of both SRIJAN and Community Institutions.

Some of the major achievements of 2014-15:
• Internal audit of all accounting locations of SRIJAN has been completed before 

commencing statutory audit. 
• Facilitated funding agency audits of Axis Bank Foundation funded project 

by Ernst & Young and DFID (PACS) project by M/S. Ray & Ray, Chartered 
Accountants, New Delhi. 

• SRIJAN is one of the very few organizations in the Development Sector that 
has been able to complete its Annual Audit of 2014-15 by 30th April, 2015 and 
financial statements have been signed in the meeting of the Board of Trustees 
held on 2nd May, 2015. 

• Internal Audits of the books of accounts of 2014-15 for the Community 
Institutions are in progress. Statutory audit of registered bodies are scheduled 
to be completed by July’15 and concerned accounts personnel are 
coordinating with concerned auditors. 

• Deduction and deposit of TDS has been decentralized in SRIJAN from May, 
2015. All accounting locations are now complying with and periodical filing of 
tax return is done from Head Office. 

• Process for net banking facility for all bank accounts across SRIJAN locations is 
under progress and expected to be completed by Sept’15. 

• Income Tax Assessment for A.Y. 2012-13 has successfully completed and ‘Nil’ 
order has been issued by the Department. 
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Governance
Currently, Mr. Ved Arya is serving as the CEO, and Mrs. Rekha Masilamani is the Chair 
of the Board. The members of the Board and their profiles are as follows:

1. Ms Mythili Bhusnurmath 
Trustee. Mythili is Consulting Editor, Economic Times.

2. Ms Rekha Masilamani 
Chair. Rekha is President Agragami and Development Consultant.

3. Mr Ajay Mehta 
Trustee. Ajay is President, Seva Mandir.

4. Ms Bharti Ramola 
Trustee. Bharti is India Markets Leader at PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC).

5. Dr Tushaar Shah 
Trustee. Tushaar is Principal Scientist, International Water Management 
Institutte (IWMI), Colombo, based at Anand.

6. Ms Gauri Singh 
Trustee.  Gauri is Principal Secretary, Public Health and Family Welfare, 
Government of Madhya Pradesh. 

7. Prof. Rohini Somanathan 
Trustee. Rohini is professor of economics at Delhi School of Economics and 
visiting professorm Harvard University.

8. Mr Shankar Venkateswaran 
Trustee. Shankar is Chief of Tata Sustainability Group.

During the year 2014-15, 3 new board members were inducted: Mythili Bhusnurmath, 
Rohini Somanathan and Gauri Singh.

This year, the Board met thrice, on 17th May 2014, 9th August 2014 and 24th January 
2015 at Delhi.

The main agenda items discussed included: sorting accounts related issues, discussion 
of programme related highlights, role of SRIJAN with respect to Producer Companies, 
corpus fund, potential board members and Strategic plan.
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Location Addresses
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SRIJAN Head Office
SRIJAN Head Office at Delhi
4, First Floor, CSC, Anupam Apartments
Mehrauli - Badarpur Road, Saidullajab
Delhi – 110068
delhi@srijanindia.org
 
SRIJAN Location Offices
Chhattisgarh

SRIJAN Koriya
C/o R.F. Ojha, Opp Kelhari Police Station
V/P Kelhari, Manendragarh 
Dist. Koriya, Chhatisgarh – 497442
jawedquamar@srijanindia.org

Odisha

SRIJAN Angul
C/O- Lachhaman Sahoo
Near Primary Healthcare Centre (PHC)
Boinda, Po- Kishoreganj
Dist. Angul, Odisha- 759127
88gyana@gmail.com

Karnataka

SRIJAN Mundgod
144, Shri Mahaganapathi Nilaya
1st Floor, Bankapur road, Mundgod
Distt. Uttar Kannada, Karnataka- 581349
Manjunatha@srijanindia.org
 
SRIJAN Haveri
C/o N.M. Patil, 1st Floor
3rd Cross, Vidyanagar (W)
Dist. Haveri, Karnataka - 581110
Manjunatha@srijanindia.org

Madhya Pradesh

SRIJAN Anuppur
Above Ajay Medical Store
Near post office, Kotma
Dist. Anuppur, Madhya Pradesh - 484334
rajeshsuryavanshi@srijanindia.org

SRIJAN Chhindwara
C/o S.K. Hamilton, 4 Street 
Church Compound, ELC Chowk, Nagpur Road
Dist. Chhindwara, Madhya Pradesh - 480001
arvindkumar@srijanindia.org

SRIJAN Jaisinagar 
C/o Pawan Bajaj, Near Bajaj Medical Store
Jain Mandir, Chowk Bazar
Dist. Jaisinagar, Madhya Pradesh – 470125
umeshchourasia@srijanindia.org
 
SRIJAN Jatara
Opposite Tehsil Office 
Yadav Colony, Jatara 
Dist. Tikamgarh, Madhya Pradesh – 472118
debasishpradhan@srijanindia.org

SRIJAN Jhalawar
C/o Rakesh Joshi
Gautam Sadan, Beside BOI Bank
Opposite Krishan Mandir, Pidawa Road
Soyat Kalan, Dist. Agar Malwa, MP-465449
naveenbolumalla@srijanindia.org

Rajasthan

SRIJAN Duni
Above Vivekanand Polytechnic College
Saroli mode road, V/P Duni
Dist. Tonk, Rajasthan- 304802
vandana@srijanindia.org
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SRIJAN Uniyara
C/o Ladu Gopal Sharma, Bhag Road
Behind Geeta Hotel, Uniyara
Dist. Tonk, Rajasthan – 304024
Jitendra@srijanindia.org

SRIJAN Newai
C/o Devi Lal Parikh
V/P Siras, Newai
Dist. Tonk, Rajasthan – 304021
mohsinansari@srijanindia.org
 
SRIJAN Pali
C/o Sankar Lal Prajapati
Near Naath Ji Temple, Laxmanpura
Nana, Tehsil - Bali
Dist. Pali, Rajasthan - 306504
mukeshsharma@srijanindia.org

SRIJAN Bundi
C/o Phoolchand Suwalaka
Near Devnarayan Dharmashala, Khatkar
Dist. BUNDI, Rajasthan-323803
Padamjain@srijanindia.org

SRIJAN Mohkhed
C/o Mahesh Sahu, Near Navin Utkrisht Vidyalaya
Saori Bazar 
Dist. Mohkhed, Rajasthan – 480331
mohdzahid@srijanindia.org

SRIJAN Pratapgarh
Nai Abadi, Near Sahara ‘’Q’’ shop
Pratapgarh Road, Arnod
Dist. Pratapgarh, Rajasthan- 312615
rakeshsingh@srijanindia.org



Balance Sheets
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SRIJAN is working in Five States- Madhya Pradesh, 
Rajasthan, Odisha, Chhatisgarh and Karnataka

INDIA



4, Community Shopping Centre, First Floor
Anupam Apartments, Saidullajab, M. B. Road, New Delhi-100068, India

delhi@srijanindia.org | www.srijanindia.org 


